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Abstract

The following ropics related to the representation of two-phase (i.e. , gas and brine) flow in the licinity of the

reposito~ in the 1996 performance assessment (P.4) for the Y$’aste Isolation Pilot Plant (IVIPP) are discussed: (i)

system of nordin-- partial differential equations used to model two-phase flow, (ii) incorporation of repository
.

shafis imo model (iii) creep closure of repository. (iv) interbed fracturing, (v) gas generatio~ (vi) capillary action in

waste, (~ii) borebole rnode~ (~lii) numtical SOhItjOn. and (k) gas rind btie flow across ~ecified boundaries. Two-

phase flow calculations are a cereal part of the 1996 WIPP P.4 and supply results that are subsequently used in the

calculation of releases to the surface at the time of a drilling intrusion (i.e., spalIings, direct brine releases) and long-

term releases due to radionucIide transport by flowing groundwater.
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Introduction

At a conceptual level, the 1996 performance assessment (PA) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is

underlain by three entities (EN1, EN2, EN3): EN1, a probabilistic characterization of the likelihood of different

fMures occurring at the WIPP site over the next 10,000 yG EN2, a procedure for estimating the radionuclide releases

to the accesslkde environment associated with each of the possible fitures that could occur at the WIPP site over the

next 10,000 ~, and EN3, a probabilistic characterization of the uncertainty in the parameters used in the definitions

of ENT1and EN2 (Sect. 2, Ref. I). The model for two-phase flow in the vicinity of the repository constitutes part of

the second entity and is the primary focus of this article.

When viewed formally, EN2 is defined by a fimction f of the form

[ fB(%)])fB(%))f(xs,) = k(xsf) + fk’[xso fil(xs,)] + fDBR{xQ, fSP ‘s,,

@f,MBk.,, fB~5r $kYDLk.t2 JBRH *Q%.,. fB~~t’8

{fof[f o]}’”
(1)+ fs_T’ X~l0, S–F XS[,I) > N–P ‘S1 , B ‘Sf

where x~l - particular future under consideration% Xsr,o- fhture involving no drilling intrusions but a mining event at

the same time Im. as in % fc(% ) - cuttings and cavings release to accessl%le environment for Xsl ca~culated with

.~GS_S> fB(%I) - two-phase flow resuits calculated for x~r with BRAGFLO; in practice, fB(&) is a vector

containing a large amount Of illfOITnatiO% fsp[x$r, fB(xsr)] - spalhngs release to accessl%le environment for XS1

calculated with the spallings model contained in CUTITNGS_S; this calculation requires BR4GFL0 results (i.e.,

~Ax.r)) as input, .fDBR{xsf,fsP[xsf, ~B(xsl )] ,fB(x.l)} - direct brine release to accessible environment for XSI

calculated with a modified version of BR4GFL0 designated BIUGFLO_DBR this calculation requires spallings

results obtained from CUITINGS_S (i.e., f~p[x~l, fB (xJ]) and BRAGFLO results (i.e., fB(%)) as inPW

fMB[xsl, .~B(x~,)] - release~ough anhy~te ~~er beds to accessible environment for XH calculatedw’i~ ~Ts;

this ca]cu]ation requires BRAGFLO results (i.e., fB(x.,)) as input, ~~L[xsz, fB(x5/ )] - releaSe through Dewey Lake

Red Beds to accessible environment for X5, calculated with IWTS; this calculation requires BRAGFLO results (i.e.,

h(%)) .as input, f.[xs,. f“(x5, )] - release to land surface due to brine flow up a plugged borehole for xS, calculated

with FURS or PANEL; this calculation requires BRAGFLO results (i.e., JB(x~l)) as input, ~s_~(Xsl,O - flow’ field)

calculated for X~l,Owith SECOFL2D, fN-p[x~l, fB(x,/)] - release to Culebra for x~l calculated with NUTS or

PANEL as appropriate; this calculation requires BR4GFL0 results (i.e., f~(x,f)) as input,

fs- T{xsr,o> fS-F(xsLO)T -kf[xsrt fB(xs? )]} - g-oundwater transport release through Culebra to accessible

environment calculated with SECOTP2D: this calculation requires SECOFL2D results (i.e., ~s-flXS~O)) and NUTS
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or PANEL results (i.e., j~_P[x~z, -fB(x~I)]) as input; X$l,ois used as an argument to j~_r because drilling intrusions are

aw.trned to cause no perturbations to the flow field in the Culebra (Sect. 4, Ref. 1).

The fimctionfB in Eq. (1) corresponds to the model used for two-phase flow in the 1996 WIPP PA, with the

computational evaluation of this model being carried out by the BR4GFL0 program (Fig. 2, Table 2, Ref. 1). This

article descrii the system of noniinear partial differential equations that underlies the deftition of jj~ and the

context within which these equations are defined. The mathematical formulations of the other iimctions appearing in

Eq. (1) (i.e., ~c,j~P,jDB~,~~B, ~DL,~~,~~_~,j~4, ~h,%) are descriied in other articles.2-5 Further, additional articles

present uncertainty and sensitivity analyses for two-phase flow results obtained under both disturbed and undisturbed

condtions.b~ 7

2.

This article is based on material contained in Sect. 4.2 of Ref. 8.

Mathematical Description

Two-phase flow in the vicinity of the repository is represented

equations. two constraint equations, and three equations of state:

by the following system of two conservation

Gas Conservation

Brine Conservation

v.
[

a%%%’~ 1 ()~$Pgsg
( Pg + Pg@fi)+a9wg +Wrg = a ~ ~

Pg

v.
[

aPbKb&b v

1
~b ( Pb ‘Pb@~) ‘a% +aqrb = a

i?($pb~b)

8t

Saturation Constraint Sg+Sb=l

(2)
M

(3)

(4)

(5)

Gas Density pg determined by Redlich-Kwong-Soave equation of state (see Eqs. (3 1), (32))

Brine Density Pb = PO ‘xp[~b(pb - pbO)] (6)

Formation Porosity $ = $() exp[~f(pb - pbO)] (7)

where g = acce}emtion due to gmvi~ (II-I@, A = vefiical disbnce iiom a reference location (m). KI = permeability

tensor (mz) for fluid I (1 = g - gas, / = b - brine), A,l = relative permeability (dimemiodess) to fluid, pc = capillary

pressure (Pa). p{ = pressure of fluid / (Pa), gr, = rate of production (or consumption, if negative) of fluid I due to

chemical reaction (kg m~~s), qw,l = rate of injection (or removal, if negative) of fluid 1 (kgitn3/s). S1 = saturation of
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fluid 1 (dimensionless), t = time (s), a = geometry factor (m in 1996 WIPP PA), p,= density of fluid 1 (kg/m3), PI=

viscosity of fluid 1 (Pa s),$ = porosity (dimensionless), $0 = reference (i.e., initial) porosity (dimensionless), pbo =

reference (i.e., initial) brine pressure (Pa), constant in Eq. (6) and spatially variable in Eq. (7), p. = reference (i.e.,

initial) brine density (kg/m3) , ~~= pore compressibility (Pa-l), @b = brine compressibility (Pa–l ), and the capillary

fhnction~is defined by the right hand sides of Eqs. (10), (19), and (22) as appropriate. The conservation equations

are valid in one (i.e., V = [i3/dx]), two (i.e., V = [Ni3x E@]) and three (i.e., V = [W3x t3/i?y i%%]) dimensions. In

the 1996 WIPP PA, the preceding system of equations is used to model two-phase fluid flow within the two-

dimensiorxd region shown in Fig. 1. Details of this system are now elaborated on.

The a term in Eqs. (2) and (3) is a dimension dependent geome~ factor and is specified by

a = area normal to flow direction in one-dimensioml flow (i.e., 4yAzz tits = m?),

= thickness normal to flow plane in two-dimensioml flow (i.e., Az; units = m),
= 1 in three-dimensional flow (dimensionless). (8)

The 1996 WIPP P.A uses a two-dimensional geomeby for computation of hvo-phase flow in the vicinity of the

repository, and as a resu14 a is the thickness of the modeled region (i.e., Az) normal to the flow plane (Fig. 2). Due

to the use of the twodirnensional grid in Fig. 2, a is spatially dependent, with the values used for ct defined in the

column labeled “element depth” in Fig. 2. Specifically, rx increases with distance away from the repository in both

directions to incorporate the increasing pore volume through which fluid flow occurs.

The h term in Eqs. (2) and (3) defines vertical distance from a reference point. In the 1996 W;P PA, this

reference point is taken to be the center of MB 139 at the location of the shaft (i.e., (x,e} y,e. = (23664.9 Q 378.685

m), which is the center of cell 644 in Fig. 3). Specifically, h is defined by

h(x, y) = (x - x,#) sinfl + @ - y,ejl COS9, (9)

where 8 is the inclination of tie fo~tion in which tie point (x~v) is located. In the 1996 WIPP PA, the Salado Fm

is modeled as having an inclination of 10 from north to south, and all other formations are modeled as being

horizontal. Thus, (3 = 10 for points within the Salado, and $ = 0° otherwise. Treating the Saiado as an inclined

formation and treating the Castile F~ brine reservoir, Rustler FW and overlying units as horizontal creates

discontinuities in the grid at the lower and upper boundaries of the Salado. However, this treatment does not create a

computational problem as the Salado is isolated from vertical flow by the impermeable Unnamed Lower Member of

the Rustler Fm at its upper boundary and by the impermeable Castile Fm at its lower boundary.

The primary model used in the 1996 WIPP PA for capillary pressure pC and relative permeability k,{ is a

modification of the Brooks-Corey model.p Specifically, pr, k,b and krg are defined by

(10)
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2+3).)/}.lkr~ = $1

where

A = pore distribution parameter (dimensionless)

p,(k) = capillary threshold pressure (Pa) as a fimction of intrinsic permeability k (Ref. 10)

S=l = effective brine saturation (dimensionless) without correction for residual gas saturation

= (Sb - s~r) / (1 - S,r)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Se2 = effective brine saturation (dimensionless) with correction for residual gas saturation

= (s, - Sbr)/ (1- s= - Sbr). (15)

The values used for I. a, q, Sbr, Sgr and k are summariz ed in Tables 1 and 2. The statement that the Brooks-Corey

model is in use means that p=, Icrband k= are defined by Eqs. (10) - ( 12).
M

In the solution of Eqs. (2) and (3), Sb and Sg change as functions of location and time. Thus, pc, krb and krg are

fimctions of the formpc (x, y, r), krb(x, y, ?) and k~x, y, t). In the computatioml implementation of the solution of

the preceding equations, flow of phase 1 out of a computational

S1(x, y, t) < Sl~x, y, t), where Slr denotes the residual saturation for phase 1.

summarized in Table 1.

cell (Fig. 3) cannot occur when

The values used for Sin 1 = b, g, are

Values for $0 and ~~(Eq. 7) are also given in Table 1. Initial ,porosity $0 for the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) is a

t%nction of initial halite porosity $0” (i.e., HALPOR in Table 1, Ref. 11) and is given by (Ref. 12; Chapt. 4, Ref. 1~)

+0= $Ofj -+0.0029. (16)

This representation is used because the DRZ and halite porosities are correlated, with the hig~ low and median

porosity values for the DRZ being 0.0029 higher than the corresponding undisturbed halite values. Initial porosiry

~. for regions of pressurized brine in the Castile is a fimction of brine pocket volume and is given by

(17)
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where V’b,ni5 the vo]ume of pressurized brine (i.e., 32,000, 64,000, 96,000, 128,000 or 160,000 m3 as defined by

BPVOL in Table 1, Ref 1I) and V,Ol is the total volume associated with the region in Fig. 1 used to represent

pressurized brine (i.e., region 30, which has a total volume of 1.8389 x 107 m3).

The compressibilities 9J in Eq. (7) and Table 1 are pore cornpressibilities. These cornpressl%ilities were treated

as uncertain for Salado anhydrite, Salado halite, and regions of pressurized brine in the Castile (see ANHCOMP,

HALCOMP, BPCOJUP in Table 1, Ref. 11). However, the sampled values for these variables corresponded to bulk

compressibilities rather than to the pore cornpressibilities actually used in the calculation. The conversion from bulk

compressibility Pm to pore compressibility ~Jis approximated by

(18)

in the 1996 WIPP PA, where $0 is the initial porosity in the region under consideration.

The Brooks-Corey model is used for aIl materials with the following two exceptions (Table 3). First whether to

use the Brooks-Corey model or the van Genuchten-Parker model is treated as a subjective uncertainty for the

anhydrite marker beds. Specifically, the variable ANHBCVGP (see Table 1, Ref. 11) is used as a flag to determine

whether the Brooks-Corey ox van Genuchten-Parker model will be used in the representation of two-phase flow in

the marker beds. Second, a linear model is used in the representation of two-phase flow in an open borehole (i.e., for

the first 200 yr after a drilling intrusion for plugging patterns pz and p3 (see Sect. 6, Ref. 14)). Each of these

alternatives to the Brooks-Corey model is now discussed.
M

In the van Genuchten-Parker model, pc, krb and k% are defined by’5

(
1-m

pc = p~Gp ~;jm – 1
)

k%= (1 - S=2)”2 (1 - $~~m,

(19)

(21)

where m = U( 1 + ~) and the capillq pressure parameter p ~,Gpis determined by requiring that the capillary pressures

defined in Eqs. (10) and (19) are equal at an effective brine saturation of Scz = 0.5 (Ref. 10). The statement that the

van Genuchten-Parker model is in use means that pc, krb and k= are defined by Eqs. (19) - (21). The van

Genuchten-Parker model is only used for the anhydrite marker beds in the Salado Formation (i.e., Regions 20,21,28

in Fig,. 1) and uses the same values for ).. Sb, and Sgr as the Brooks-Corey model (Table I).
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Capillary pressure pc for both the van

brine saturation Sb approaches the residual

1 x 108 Pa in selected regions (Table 3).

Genuchten-Parker and Brooks-Corey models becomes unbounded

brine saturation Sbr To avoid unbounded values, pc is capped

as

at

In the linear model, pc, krb and kw are defined by16

pc=o, krb=Sel, k~=l– Sel. (22)

As previously indicate~ this model is only used for fluid flow in an open borehole.

The saturation and capillary pressure constraints (i.e., Eqs. 4, 5) permit a reduction of the number of equations

to be solved fi-om four (i.e., Eqs. 2- 5) to two. In particular, the constraint equations are used to reformulate Eqs. (2)

and (3) so that the unknown fimctions are gas saturation Sg and brine pressure pb Specifically, the saturation

constrad in Eq. (d) allows sb to be expressed as

Sb=l-Sg (23)

and thus allows Se, and Sez in Eqs. (14) and (15) to be reformulated as

$,1 =(1 - Sg - S~,) / (1 - ‘b,)

S,2 =(1 - Sg - Sb,) i (1 - s= - Sb,).

Further, the capillary pressure constraint in Eq. (5) allows pg to be expressed as

Pg = Pil+pc

= Pb + Pr(k) @j2 for Brooks-Corey model, Eq. ( 10) (26)

(24)

m

(25)

( I/m )
l-m

= Pb + pl’GP % – 1 for van Genuchten-Parker model, Eq. ( 19) (27)

= Pb for linear model, Eq. (22). (28)

The equalities in Eqs. (24) - (28) allow the transformation of Eqs. (2) and (3) into two equations whose unknown

functions are Sg and pb. which are the equations that are actually solved in BR4GFL0 (Fig. 4). Once Sg and pb are

known, Sb and pg can be obtained from Eq. (23) and Eqs. (26) - (28), respectively.
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AI] materials are assumed to be isotropic in the 1996 WIPP PA. 17 Thus, the tensor K1 in Eqs. (2) and (3) has the

form

[1

ki O
K/ =

Ok,’

where k, is the permeability to fluid 1 for the particular material under consideration.

(29)

For brine (i.e., fluid 1 = b), the

permeability kb is the same as the intrinsic permeability k in Table 2. For gas (i.e., fluid 1= g), the permeability kg is

obtained by modifjing the intrinsic permeability k toaccount for the Khnkenberg effect. *s Specifically,

kg=~$+bkalpg), (30)

where a = atiint and b = b~ink are gas- and formation-dependent constants. For the 1996 WFP PA, values of

atiinl = –0.2410 and b~in~ = 0.2710 were determined from data obtained for MB 139 (Ref. 19), with these values

used for aIl regions in Fig. 1. For fluid flow in the vicinity of the shaft, an averaging procedure was used to calculate

k that incorporates the permeability of the DRZ that surrounds pornons of the shaft (see Sect. 3). Further, a pressure-

dependent modification of k is used in the anhydrite marker beds in the presence of pressure-induced fracturing (see

Sect. 5).

Gas density is computed using the Redlich-Kwong-Soave (RKS) equation of state, with the gas as~umed to be

pure hydrogen in the 1996 WIPP PA. For a pure gas, the RKS equation of state has the form (pp. 43-54, Ref. 20)

RT aa— —
‘g=V–b V(V+b)’

(31)

where R = gas constant = 8.31451 J mol-] K-], T = temperature (K) = 300.15 K (=30”C), V = molar volume (m3

mol-]), a = 0.42747 R2~2 / Pc, b = 0.08664 RTC / PO a = [1 + (0.48508 + 1.551710 – 0.15613w2) (1 – ~“5)]2 and

1.202 exp(–O.30288T,) for hydrogen,21 Tc = critical temperature (K), f= = critical pressure (Pa), T, = T/Tc = reduced

temperature, and o = acentric factor = O for hydrogen. 21 For hydrogen, pseudo-critical temperature and pressure

values of T== 43.6 K and p= = 2.047 x 10L5pa are used instead of the true values of these properties.22 Eq. (31) is

solved for molar volume V. Them the gas density pg is given by

where MW,X2is the molecular weight of hydrogen (i.e., 2.01588 x 10-3 kglmol; seep. B-26, Ref. 23).

Brine density p~ is defined by Eq. (6), with p. = 1230.0 kg/m3 at a pressure of pm = 1.0132 x 105 Pa and

~~ = 2-5 x 10-] 0 Pa-l (Ref. 24). Porosity $ as defined by Eq. (7) is used with two exceptions: in the repository (see
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Sect. 4) and in the marker beds subsequent to fracturing (see Sect. 5). The values of $0 and ~f used in conjunction

with Eq. (7) are listed in Table 1. The reference pressure pm in Eq. (7) is spatially variable and corresponds to the

initial pressures p~(x, y, –5 yr) in Table 4. The gas and brine viscosities P,, 1= g, b, in Eqs. (2) and (3) were assumed

to have values of ~g = 8.92 x 10+ Paw (Ref. 25) and pb = 2.1 x 10-3 Paw (Ref. 26).

The@IIIS~~vpgrp q~~,b~d qrb ~ EqS. W ~d W relate tO well injection Or removal (i.e-~ q~e qwb) ~d

reaction production or consumption (i.e., q% qrb) of gas and brine, with positive signs corresponding to injection or

production and negative signs corresponding to removal or consumption. No injection or removal of gas or brine is

assumed to take place within the region in Fig. 1. Thus, q~g and qwb are equal to zero in Eqs. (2) and (3). Further,

no gas consumption occurs (see below), and gas production has the potential to occur (due to corrosion of steel or

microbial degradation of cellulose, plastics or rubbers) only in the waste disposal panels of the reposito~ (i.e.,

regions 23, 24 in Fig. 1). Thus,

qw>o in regions 23, 24 of Fig. 1

=0 elsewhere. (33)

.Actually, some gas consumption does occur due to the reaction of C02 with the MgO bacti~ll in the waste panels.

This gas consumption is accounted for by reducing the gas generation rate g% and is discussed in more detail in

Sect. 6.

Finally, no brine production occurs, and brine consumption has the potential to ciccur (due to the co;umption of

brine during the corrosion of steel) only in the waste disposal panels of the repository. Thus,

qr~ s o inregions 23,24 of Fig. 1

=0 elsewhere.

More detail on the definition of q% and qrb is provided in Sect. 6.

3. Shaft Treatment

The WIPP excavation includes four distinct shafts connecting

intake, salt handing, waste, and exhaust shafts. In the 1996 WIPP PA,

(34)

the reposito~ region and the surface: the air

these four shafts are hn-nped into a single shaft

located at the shaft position nearest the waste (region 2, Fig,. 1). A rationale for this treatment is given in (Sect. 2.3,

Vol. 5, Ref. 27).

The shafi seal design involves a complex composite of materials including earth, sal$ clay, asphalt and concrete. The

design is intended to control both short-term and lomg-term fluid flow through the Salado pontion of the shaft. A

conceptual representation of the shaft seal system used in 1996 M71PP PA is shown in Fig. 5. Four disturbed rock

zones (DRZS) are located adjacent to the asphalt, clay and salt materials (regions 5. 7, 8, 9 in Fig. 1). Three DRZS

8



have transient permeabilities, namely those surrounding the clay and crushed salt (i.e., regions 7, 8, 9 in Fig. 1). The

DRZ adjacent to the asphalt column wilI heal over time but at a much slower rate than the DRZ adjacent to the

Salado clay and salt components. To reduce the number of transient parameters, the DRZ adjacent to the asphalt

column in the Salado (i.e., region 5 in Fig. 1) is assumed not to heal and its characteristics are treated as constant

through time. Further, certain seal materials are assumed to have transient permeability values. Table 5 summarizes

the seal and DRZ materials assumed to have transient perrneabilities. In the conceptualization of the behavior of the

shaft seals and their associated DRZS, the effective DRZ permeabilities are transient because the DRZ radii are

transient, not because their intrinsic permeability changes with time. Table 6 summarizes the times at which

permeabilities are changed for shaft seal and DRZ materials.

The effects of shaft and DRZ permeabilities are incorporated into the analysis for each shaft component through

an effective permeability ke defined by

[

.4 4

1[ )

~

k, = li~~ .4Si + kd~ Adi / ~ AXi y (35)

i=l i=l i=]

where k~ = permeability (#) for shaft component under consideration, A~i = cross-sectional area (m2) for .shafi i, kd

= permeability (d) for DRZ associated with shaft component under consideratio~ and Adi = cross-sectioml area

(rr?) for DRZ associated with shafi component under consideration for shaft i. A divisor of ~ A~i rather than
M

izl
4 4

Z( Asi + Adi) appears in Eq. (35) because the cross-sectioml area used for the shaft is fixed at a value of A~i
x

i=l i=l

(i.e., -95 rn2) in the computational implementation of the analysis. The effective permeability k, plays the role of the

intrinsic permeability k in the deftition of KI in Eq. (29) for sections of the shaft having a DRZ (i.e., regions 5, 7, 8,

9 in Fig. 1).

The permeability Adof each DRZ region is defined by28’29

> (36)

where AI- = outer DRZ radius (rou,) minus imer DRZ radius (rin), i.e., rou7– rin (m), koul = in@ct Salado fo~tion

permeability (mz). and kin= DRZ skin permeability (m2). The permeabilities kout and kin are uncertain parameters in

the 1996 WIPP P.4 (see HALPRA4, SHPRMDRZ in Table 1, Ref. 11). The inner radii rin in Eq. (36) and

corresponding areas .4$i in Eq. (35) of the four WIPP shafts are:

9
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Shaft Name rin (m) A~i (m2)

air intake 3.09 30.0

salt handling 1.8 10.2

waste 3.5 38.5

exhaust 2.3 16.6

The normalized DRZ radii (i.e., the radial extent of the DRZ divided by the shaft radius (rout /rin)) are listed in

Table 7. These normalized DRZ radii and the rate at which the DRZ heals are dependent on the adjacent shaft

material, with the DRZ completely healed when rOuf/rin = 1. The DRZ area Adi in Eq. (35) is given by zr~ut - A~i,

with rOulobtained from rin and Table 7.

The two seal components that require transient k, values are the compacted salt and the concrete (Table 5). For

the concrete componenq the initial k, value is an uncertain parameter (see SHPRMCON in Table 1, Ref., 11), with k,

reset to 1.0 x 10–14 m2 at 400 yr. Salt permeabilities for the time intervals [0, 50 yr], [50, 100 yr], [100, 200 yr] and

[200, 10,000 yr] are assumed to be uncertain but to have a rank correlation of 1 (see SHPRMHAL in Table 1,

Ref. 11).

4. Creep Closure of Repository

The porosity of the waste disposal regions (i.e., regions 23, 24 in Fig. 1) is assumed to change through time due

to creep closure of the halite surrounding the excavations. The equations on which BRAGFLO is ~ased do not

incorporate this type of deformation. Therefore, the changes in repository porosity due to halite deformation are

modeled in a separate analysis with the geomechanical pro=~ SANTOS, which implements a quasi-static, large

deformation finite element procedure. 31’32 As descnied below, interpolation procedures are then used with the

SANTOS results to define $ within the repository (see Eqs. (2) and (3)) as a function of time and pressure.

In the separate analysis, the SANTOS program is used to determine time-dependent pressures and porosities in

the repository under different rates of gas generation (Figs. 6, 7).

scaie factor on a base gas generation rate (i.e.,~= 1) of

rg(t) = 2 mol/@um/yr for OSt<550yr

= 1 moVdru@r for550 <r< 1050yr

= O mol/drum/yr for 1050< t <10000 yr.

The desi~ator f in Figs. 6 and 7 corresponds to a

Specifically, the gas generation rate r z fj associated with the scale factorf is given byd’

rg(?. .fl =f rg(r)

(37)

(38)



,

for O < t <10000 y and f = O, 0.025, . . . . 2 (see Figs. 6, 7). The pressure and porosity curves in Figs. 6 and 7 are

calculated with the indicated values for rg(t, f) as described in Ref. 33.

The porosities calculated by SANTOS are defined relative to a dynamically changing excavated volume. In

contras$ the porosities used in BRAGFLO are defined reIative to a freed excavated vohune. The pressures in Fig. 6

are pressures calculated by MNTOS. However, the porosities in Fig. 7 are porosities for use in BRAGFLO and are

obtained from porosities calculated by SANTOS in a manner that results in the excavated volumes in SANTOS and

BRAGFLO having equal pore volumes.

with SANTOS and BIL4GFL0 and h~

BRAGFLO.

Specifically, ~~~ = $BhB, where @~and $B are the porosities associated

and hB are the heights (m) of the excavated volume in SANTOS and

Brine pressures pb(t) obtained in the waste disposal regions are used in conjunction with the results in Figs. 6

and 7 to estimate porosity in regions 23 and 24 of Fig. 1 in the numerical solution of Eqs. (2) and (3). Given a value

forpb(t), valuesjl andfi are determined such that

where p(t, j) denotes the pressure (Pa)

associated with pb(t) is then given by

(39)

at time r obtained with gas generation rate rg(t, -f) (see Fig. 6). An f value

(l%(f) - P@>fi) )‘=J+ p(t,h)-p(f,~)”(fi-fi)’

with ~ being estimated by linear interpolation on~l and~z. With ~ determine~ a corresponding porosity

with pb(t) is obtained fiorn the porosity results in Fig. 7. Specifically,

()
.

$=$(f,fi) + M ($(2,fi) - $(f>fi))>
h-fi

(40)

~ for use

(41)

where $(r,f) denotes the porosity at time tobtained with gas generation rate rg(r,j) (see Fig. 7).

5. Interbed Fracturing

Fracturing ~ithin the anhydrite marker beds (i.e., regions 20, 21, 28 in Fig. 1) is assumed to occur at pressures

slightly below Iithostaric pressure and is implemented through a pressure-dependent compressibility ~fi~).

Specifically, the following assumptions are made:34 (1) Fracturing of the marker beds begins at a brine pressure of

Pbi = PMI - %t- (42)

11



where pbi and pbo are spatially dependent (i.e., pbo = pb(x, y, –5) in Table 4) and APi = 2 x 105 Pa. (2) Fracturing

ceases at a pressure of

Pb. ‘Phi+ A Pa (43)

and a fidly fi-actured porosity of

where @a= 3.8 x 106 Pa, $0 is spatially dependent (i.e., $0 = $0 (x, y, –5) in Table 4), and A@a= 0.04, 0.24 and

0.04 for MB 138, MB AtkB and MB 139, respectively (i.e., @a= 0.05,0.25.0.05 for MB 138, MB A&B, MB 139).

(3) Compressibility ~~is a linear function

~f(pb~=~f+(;:n:;;)(gf~-pf) (45)

of brine pressure for pbi S pb S pba, with Pf=defined so that the solution $ of

@1 dpb = ~f(Pb) h $(pbi) = +0 exp[~j(l% - Pbo)]

satisfies $(pb=) = $.; specifically, ~fa is given by

(46)

M

(47)

(4) The permeability kf (pb) of fractured material at brine pressure pb is related to the permeability ki of tiactured

matenal at brine pressure pbi by

(48)‘f(pb) = [~pb)/$(pbi)] ‘~,

where k is the permeability of unfractured material (i.e.. at Phi) and n is defined so that k~(pbfl) = 1 x 10–9 mz (i.e., n

is a fimction of k, which is an uncertain input to the analysis; see ANHPRM in Table 1, Ref. 11). When fracturing

occurs, kf(pb) is used instead of k in the definition of the permeability tensor K] in Eq. (29) for the fractured areas of

the anhydrite marker beds.

6. Gas Generation

Gas production is assumed to result from anoxic corrosion of steel and microbial degradation of cellulosics.

plastics and rubbers. Thus. the gas generation rate qw in Eq. (2) is of the form

12



9rg = 9rgc + qrgrn~ (49)

where q%c is the rate of gas production due to anoxic corrosion of steel (kg/m31s) and qrgn, is the rate of gas

production due to microbial degradation of celhdosics, plastics and rubbers (kgim3/s). Gas generation takes place

only within the waste disposal region (i.e., regions 23, 24 of Fig. 1) and all the generated gas is assumed to have the

same properties as H2. Furthermore, qrb in Eq. (3) is used to describe the consumption of brine during the corrosion

process.

( )q%c = R#b,@ + Rch s; D, pFe XC(HZ IFe) MH2 (50)

(qrb = – 9rgc j MH2 )( Xc- H20~H2) MH20 /(l–@, ) (51)

(qrgm = Rmi Sb.& - Rmh s; )DcY@AC) MHZ (52)

where D, = surface area concentration of steel in the repository ((rr? surface area steel) / (m3 disposal volume)), D==

mass concentration of celhdosics in the repository ((kg biodegradable material)/ (m~ of disposal volume)), MH2 =

molecular weight of Hz ((kg H2) / (mol H2)), A4H20 = molecular weight of H20 ((kg H20) / (mol HzO)), Rci =

corrosion rate under rnundated conditions (m/s), Rch = corrosion rate under humid conditions (m/s), Rmi = rate of

cellulose biodegradation under inundated conditions (mol CH20/kg CH20/s), Rmh = rate of cellulose bi~degradation

under humid conditions (mol CH20/kg CH20A.), Sb,efl = effeChVe brine saturation due to capiky achon in the

waste materials (see Eq. (72) in Sect. 7), S; = 1 – Sb,efl if Sb,efl> O and O if Sb,efl = O, Xc(HZ]Fe) = stoichiometric

coefficient for gas generation due to corrosion of steel, i.e., moles of H2 produced by the corrosion of 1 mole of Fe

((mol H#(mol Fe)), ~c(H20[H2) = stoichiometric coefficient for brine consumption due to corrosion of steel, i.e.,

moles of H20 consume d per mole of H2 generated by corrosion ((mol H20/(mol H2)), y(H2 IC) = average

stoichiometric factor for microbial degradation of cellulose, i.e., the moles of H2 generated per mole of carbon

consumed by microbial action ((mol H2) / (mol CH20)), ~F= = molar density of steel (mol/m3), and Q = weight

fraction of dissolved solids in brine (kg dissolved soliddkg brine).

The products Rci D, pFe ~. Rch D. ~Fe X@ Rmi Dc y and Rmh D=y in Eqs. (50) and (52) define constant rates of

gas generation (moL;r#~s) that continue until the associated substrate (i.e. steel or cellulose) is exhausted (i e., zero

order kinetics). The terms S~,@ and S; m Eqs. (50) and (52), which are fimctions of location and time, correct for

the amount of substrate that is exposed to inundated and humid conditions, respectively. All the corrosion and

microbial action is assumed to cease when no brine is present, which is the reason that O replaces Sg = 1 in the

definition of $. In the 1996 WIPP P.A. Rch = O and Rci, R,,,,l and Rmi are defined by uncertain variables (see

WGRCOR, WGRMICH, WGRi{lCI in Table 1. Ref. 11). Further. MH2 = 2.02 x 10-3 k~”mol (pp. 17-18, Ref. 35).

13
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MH20 = 1.80 x 10-2 kg/mol (pp. 17-18, Ref. 35), @e = 1.41 x 105 mol/m3 (Ref. 36), and D$,D,, ~c(H20 I H2),

XC(H2 \ Fe) andy(H2 ]C) are discussed below.

The concentration D, in Eq. (50) is defined by

(53)

where Ad = surface area of steel associated with a waste disposal drum (m*/drum), VR = initial vohrne of the

repository (m3), and nd = number of waste drums required to hold all the waste emplaced in the repository (drums).

In the 1996 WIPP PA, Ad = 6 rd/drum (Vol. 3, Ref. 37), VR = 436,023 m3 (Ref. 37), and nd = 814,044 drums

(Ref. 38; pp. 51-53, Ref. 39; Ref 40).

The biodegradable materials to be disposed at the WIPP consist of cellulosics, rubbers, and both waste plastics

and container plastics. Celhdosics have been demonstrated experirnenplly to be the most biode.gadable among these

materials.g ] The occunence of significant microbial gas generation in the repository will depend on (1) whether

microbes capable of consuming the emplaced organic materials will be present and active; (2) whether sufficient

electron acceptors vill be present and available; and (3) whether enough nutrients will be present and available.

Given the uncertainties in these factors, a probability of 0.5 is assigned to the occurrence of microbial gas generation

(see WMICDFLG in Table 1, Ref. 11). Furthermore, two factors may increase the biodegradability of plastics and

rubbers: long time scale and cometabolisrn. Over a time scale of 10,000 yr, the chemical properties of plastics and

rubbers may change, increasing their biodegradability. Cometabolism means that microbes may deg&de organic

compounds, but do not use them as a source of energy, which is derived horn other substrates. Both of these factors

are highly uncertain and therefore a probability of 0.5 is assigned to biode~g-adation of plastics and rubbers

conditional on the occurrence of biodegradation of cellulose (see WMICDFLG in Table 1, Ref. 11). In cases where

biodem-dation of rubbers and plastics occurs, robbers and plastics are converted to an equivalent quantity of

d’ ~is produces the density calculationcellulosics based on their carbon equivalence. -

{

m==]f VR for biodegradation of cellulosics only
D= =

( )
mce[ + mr + L7 mP I VR for biodegradation of cellulosics, rubber.

(54)
plastics,

where mcel is mass of cellulosics (kg), mr is the mass of rubbers (kg), and mP is the mass of plastics (kg). The factor

of 1.7 converts all plastics to an equivalent quantity of celhdosics based on carbon equivalence. In the 1996 WIPP

P-4, mcel = 9.25 x 106 kg, m,= 1.71 x 106 kg and mP = 1.03 x 107 kg (Ref. 43).

The most plausible corrosion reactions afier closure of the WIPP are believed to be42

Fe - 2H20 = Fe(OH)2 + H2

and

(55)
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3Fe + 4H20 = Fe504 + 4H2.

When linearly weighted by the factors x and l–x (Os xs 1), the two preceding reactions become

F’+(Y)H~o=(v)H2+’’~oH)2+(9)F’304

(56)

(57)

where x and 1 – x are the fictions of iron consumed in the reactions in Eqs. (55) and (56), respectively.

Although ma~metite (Fe304) has been observed to form on iron as a corrosion product in low-Mg anoxic brines

at elevated tempekxures~ and in oxic brine,45 there is no evidence that it will form at WIPP repository

temperatures. If Fe304 were to fo~ H2 would be produced (on a molar basis) in excess of the amount of Fe

consumed However, anoxic corrosion experirnents36 did not indicate the production of H2 in excess of the amount

of Fe consumed. Therefore, the sto]chiometic factor x in Eq. (57) is set to 1.0 (i.e., x = 1) in the 1996 WIPP PA,

which implies that Eq. (55) represents corrosion. Thus, the stoichiometric factor for corrosion is

~C(H21Fe) =(4 –x)/3 = 1 mol/mol, (58)

which implies that one mole of H2 is produced for each mole of iron consume~ and the stoichiometric factor for

brine consumption is

xc (H20]H2) = (4 + 2x)/3 = 2 mol/mol,
M

(59)

which implies that two moles of H20 are consumed for each mole of H2 produced.

The divisor 1 – co, in Eq. (51) converts Iiom water (Hzo) consumed in the corrosion process to an equivalent

amount of brine, with (o, = 0.324 in the 1996 WIPP PA. No attempt is made to incorporate the potential effects of

the precipitated solids on porosity or permeability in the waste panels.

The most plausible biodegradation reactions after closure of the WIPP are believed to be42

reaction 1 (denitrification): C6HI 005 + 4.8H+ + 4.8NO~ = 7.4H20 + 6C02 + 2.4N2 (60)

reaction 2 (sulfate reduction): C6HI005 + 6H+ + 3SO~- = 5H20 + 6C02 + 3H2S (61)

reaction 3 (methanogensis): C6H1 005 = CH4 + 3 C02. (62)

The accumulation of C02 produced by the above reactions will clecrease pH and thus increase actinide volubility in

the repository. 46 To i~rol,e wIpp perfomce, a sufficient amount of MgO will be added to the repository as

15
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backtll to remove C02 and buffer pH. 47 The consumption of C02 by MgO in the repository takes place by the

reaction

MgO + C02 = MgC03. (63)

Given the current waste inventory estimates, the minimum amount of MgO sufficient to remove all C02 is estimated

to be 4 x 10s mol, which is about 4% of total transuranic waste volume.43 The amount recommended for use in the

WIPP is 2 x 109 mol (App. Sowce Te~ Ref. 48). The effect of C02 consumption by MgO on fluid flow is not

explicitly represented by a negative gas generation rate qrg Rather, the effect of C02 consumption is accounted for

by modifjing the stoicbiometry of Eqs. (60) - (62).

Tle average stoichiometxy of Eqs. (60) - (62) is

C6H 1005 + unknown = 6y (mol) gas + unknowns. (64)

The average stoichiometric factory in Eq. (64) depends on the extent of the individual biodee~dation pathways in

Eqs. (60) - (62) and the consumption of C02 by MgO. This factor is based on estimates of the transuranic waste to

be emplaced in the WIPP (Refs. 43, 49) and is derived as follows.q~, 46

Estimates of the maximum quantities Mcel and MFe (mol) of cellulosics (i.e., CH20) and steels that can be

potentially consumed in 10,000 yr are given by

kfce[ = min
{

6000mce[
,3.2 x 1011Rmmcel

162 }

{

1000mFe
MF, = rnin 1,4.4X 1016 RciA~nd ,

56

where

Rm = max(Rmi,Rm.h)

and mcel and mFe are the masses (kg) of cellulosics

(mFe = 7:13 x 107 kg; see Ref. 43). The terms 6000

(65)

(66)

(67)

(see Eq. 54) and steels initially present in the repository

‘cet’l 62 and 1000 mF#6 in Eqs. (65) and (66) eq~l he

inventories in moles of celhllosics and steel, respectively. The terms 3.2 x 10] } Rmmcel and 4.4 x 1016 R=iAdnd equal

the maximum amounts of cellulosics and steel that could be consumed over 10,000 yr. In Eq. (65), 3.2 x 1011 cx

(3. 15569 x 107 s/yr) (1 @ yr). In Eq. (66), ,.4Jnd is the total surface area of all drums (mz) and the factor 4.4 x 1016

cx (3.15569 x 107 s/yr) (104 yr) (1.41 x 105 mol/ m3), where pFC = 1.41 x 105 mol/m3 (see Eq. 50) (Ref. 36)

converts the corrosion rate from nis to moVm2/s.
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A range of possible values for the average stoichiomemic factory in Eq. (64) can be obtained by considering

individual biodegradation pathways involving Mcel and accounting for the removal of C02 according to Eq. (63).

Two extreme cases corresponding to the maximum and minimum values of y exist: (1) there is no reaction of

microbially produced H2S with ferrous metals and metal corrosion products, and (2) there is a complete reaction of

microbially produced H2S with ferrous metals and metal corrosion products. If no H2S is consumed by reactions

with iron and iron corrosion products, the maximum quantity of microbial gas will be retained in the repository and

therefore the maximum value for y results. Thus, the maximum value of y can be estimated by averaging the gas

yields for all reaction pathways to produce

2.4M~% ● 3M~04

(

6Mivc3 6~so4

)
—+ 0.5 Mcd– —–—

4.8 3 4.8 3
Ymax = ,. .

‘cef

where M,V03 and MS04 are the quantities of NO ~ and SO ~- (in moles)

Specifically, h4~03 = 2.61 x 107 mol and Mso4 = 6.59 x 106 mol (Ref. 49).

(68)

initially present in the repository.

If H2S reacts with iron and iron corrosion products, a si+aificant quantity or perhaps all of the microbially

produced HZS would be consumed to produce FeS, which would result in the minimum value ofy. Specifically,

2.4MNQ ~ 3Mso4

( )

6M~~ 6Ms04 _ G
—+0.5 Mcel– —–—

4.8 3 4.8 3 G
~~in = = yn,m –—

M eel ‘eel ‘

where

‘=-{~+e}
The stoichiometric factory value is believed to be located within the interval Lt!,nin,-I~n,mX].That is,

u

(69)

(70)

(71)

The variable (3 in the preceding equation is treated as an uncertain quantity in the 1996 WIPP PA (see WFBETCEL

in Table I, Ref. 11). ‘.

7. Capillary Action in the Waste

Capillary action (vicking) refers to the ability of a material to carry a fluid by capillary forces above the level it

would normally seek in response to gravi~. ]n the c~ent ana]ysls, his phenomena is accounted for by deflninsg an

effective saturation given bv
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~b,=ff= Sb - -$,,ick if () < Sb <1 – s~,~c~
=0 ifsb = O
. 1 if Sb >1 – S,l,ick (72)

where .$b,efl = effective brine saturatio~ Sb = brine saturation, and SWiC(.= ticking saturation. The effective

saturation is used on a grid block basis (Fig. 1) within all waste regions. The ticking saturatio% SWickvis treated as

an uncertain variable (see WAS7W?ICK in Table 1, Ref. 11). The effective brine saturation Sb,efl is only used in the

calculation of the corrosion of steel (Eq. (50)) and the microbial degradation of cellulose (Eq. (52)) and does not

directly affect the two phase flow calculations indicated in Eqs. (2) - (7).

8. Borehole Model

The major disruptive event in the 1996 WIPP PA is the penetration of the repository by a drilling intrusion.

Such an intrusion is modeled by modi@ing the permeability of region 1 in Fig. 1 (Table 8). Further, the drilling

intrusion is assumed to produce a borehole with a diameter of 12.25 in. (0.31 m) (Refs. 51, 52); borehole fill is

assumed to be incompressible; capillary effects are i=~ored; residual gas and brine saturations are set to zero, and

porosity is set to 0-32 (see materials 47,48,49, 50 in Table 1). When a borehole that penetrates pressurized brine in

the Castile Fm is under consideration (i.e., an El intrusion), the permeability modifications indicated in Table 8

extend from the land surface (i.e., grid cell 937 in Fig. 3) to the base of the pressurized brine (i.e., grid cell 1010 in

Fig. 3). When a borehole that does not penetrate pressurized brine in the Castile Fm is under consideration (i.e., an

E2 intrusion), the permeability modifications indicated in Table 8 stop at the bottom of the lower 13RZ (i.e., grid cell

439 in Fig. 3).
.

9. Numerical Solution

Determination of gas and brine flow in the vicinity of the repository requires the numerical solution of the tsvo

nonlinear partiaI differential equations in Fig. 4 on the computational domain in Fig. 1 together with evaluation of

appropriate auxiliary conditions (i.e., Eqs. 4-7, 26- 28). The actual unknown functions in this sohtion are pb and

Sg, although the constraint conditions also give rise to values for pg and Sb. As two dimensions in space and one

dimension in time are in use, pb, p:, Sb and ,$g are functions of the form pb(x, y, r), pg(X, y, Y),~b(~, Y, r) and .$#, Y,

f).

The solution of the equations in Fig. 4 requires both initial value and boundary value conditions for Pb and Sg .

The initial value conditions for Pb and Sg are given in Table 4. As, indicated there, the calculation starts at time

t = –5 yr, with a possible resetting of values at t = O yr, which corresponds to final waste emplacement and sealing of

the repository. The boundary conditions are such that no brine or gas moves across the exterior grid boundary

(Table 9). This Neurnann-~e boundary condition is maintained for all time. Further, BRAGFLO allows the user to

specifi pressure andfor saturation at any grid block. This feature is used to speci@ Dirichlet-type conditions at the

surface -@d blocks i = 1.2. . ...33. = 31, Fig. 1) and at the far field locations in the Culebra and Magenta Formations
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(i = 1, 33. -j = 24 and i = 1, 33, j = 26 in regions 15 and 17, Fig. 1). These auxiliary conditions are summarized in

Table 10.

A fully implicit finite difference procedure is used to solve the two partial differential equations in Fig. 4. The

associated discretization of the gas mass balance equation is given by

(73)

where @ represents the phase potentials given by

Q~j = ~gi,j + pgi+1i2,jghi.j, ‘~~j = Pgi,j + Pgi-lj2,jghi,j

the subscripts are defined by i = x-direction grid inde~ j = y-direction grid inde~ i&l/2 = x-direction grid block

interface, j*l12 = ydirection grid block interface, xi = grid block center in the x-coordinate direction (m), yj = grid

block center in the y-coordinate direction (m), hi = grid block length in the x-coordinate direction (m), and A-,y=

grid block len=gth in the y-coordinate direction (m); the superscripts are defined by n = index in the time

discretization, known solution time level, and ni-1 = index in the time discretization, unknown solution time level;

and the interlock densities are defined by

Pgi+l~2,j =
A~i,~~i+l,j ‘gin+ bi,j~~i+l,j ‘gi+’J

AXi,j bi-],j

Pgi-l,!2,j =
&i_l,j + A~i,j

Pg.i-] + Pgi,j
AXi-],j + AXi,j

A~i,j+l A~j,j
Pgi,j&l/z = Ayi.j +@i,jA1 ‘gi’J ‘A~i,j+A~i,j+l ‘giJ+’

Ayi j A}]i,j_}

Pgi,j–1/2 = ‘
A))i,j_l +A>i_j

Pgi,j-1 f
Avi.j-l +A~i3j

Pgi,j.
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The interface values of k,. in Eq. (73) are evaluated using upstream weighted values (i.e., the relative permeabilitiese

at each -grid block interface are defined to be the relative pemeabilities at the center of the adjacent grid block that

has the highest potential). Further, interface values for ap#r~pg and ap~}~pg are obtained byhamonicave=%iw

of adjacent ~@d block values for these expressions. 16

The discretization of the brine mass balance equation is obtained by replacing the subscript for gas, g, by the

subscript for brine, b. As a reminder, pg and .Sb are replaced in the numerical implementation with the substitutions

indicated in Fig. 4. For the 1996 WIPP PA, wells are not used in the conceptual model. T’bus, the te~ g,tg and %

are zero. For this analysis, the wellbore is not treated by a well model, but rather is exp~icitly modeled within the

grid as a distinct material region (i.e., region 1 in Fig. 1).

The resultant coupled system of nonlinear brine and gas mass balance equations is inte=g-ated in time using the

IQewlon Raphson method with upstream wei-@ng of the relative permeabilities as previously indicated. The

Primary unknowns at each computatioml cell center are brine pressure and gas saturation.

10. Gas and Brine Flow across Specified Boundaries

The Darcy velocity vectors Vg(x,y,f)and V@, y, r) for gas and brine flow ((rn3/m2)ls = rrk) are defined by the

expressions

in Eqs. (2) and (3). Values for Vg and Vb are obtained and saved as the numerical solution of Eqs. (2) - (7) is carried

out. Cumulative flows of gas, C~Z, B), and brine, Cb(t, B), tlom time O to time r across an arbitraxy boundary B in

the domain of Eqs. (2) - (7) (i.e., Figs. 1 and 3) is then given by

CI(I,B ) =
1[11 1

a(x,y}vl(x,y, t) ● n(x,~)ds fit (76)

for 1= g, b, where a(x, y) is the geometry factor defined in Fig. 2, n(x, y) is an outward pointing unit normal vector,

and
L

~ ds denotes a line integral. As an example, B could correspond to the boundary of the waste disposal

regions in Fig. 1. The inte~g-als defining CC(Z,B ) and Cb(t, B ) can be evaluated from results calculated and saved.

ducing the numerical solution of Eqs. (2) - (7). Due to the dependence of gas volume on pressure, Cg(r, B ) is

typically calculated in moles or in m3 at standard temperature and pressure, which requires an appropriate change of

units for v: in Eq. (76).
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11. Additional information

Additional information on BRAGFLO and its use in the 1996 WIPP PA can be found in the BRAGFLO users

manual* 6 and in the analysis package for the Salado flow calculations. 13

12. Discussion

The two-phase flow model, which is implemented by the BIL4GFL0 pro- is the most comp~ex and

computationdly intensive model incorporated into the 1996 WIPP PA. Directly or indirectly, this model supplies

input to most of the remaining models used in the 1996 WIPP PA (i.e., spallings,2 direct brine release,3 transpoxt in

the vicinity of the repositoxy,4 and transport in the Culebra Dolomite).5 Thus, the two-phase flow model

implemented by the BRAGFLO program is the core model underlying the determination of radionuclide releases to

the accessible environment in the 1996 WIPP PA.

The representation of two-phase flow in the 1996 WIPP P.A and the computational implementation of this

representation in the BRAGFLO program has received extensive review both internal to Sandia and by outside

review groups.ss. 54 In its review, the N7E.ML4EA international Review Group54 stated: “The BR.4GFL0 model is

state-of-the-art in two-phase , gas-brine modeling, and its application in performance assessment is in advance of

practice in other countries.”

Development work on the representation of two-phase flow by the BFL4GFL0 program is continuti~ as part of

the WIPP PA proe~ Current efforts include (i) an improved treatment of fluid flow in fractures within the

anhydrite marker beds based on new data on fracture characteristics and failure properties of anhydrites, (ii)

incorporation of a more realistic gas generation model that is coupled with the effects of MgO chemistry, (iii)

incorporation of more et%cient and robust numerical solution procedures to handle requirements associated with

threedimensional simulations and more detailed representations of fluid flow and chemistry, (iv) improvement of

visualization capabilities, and (v) revision of the models for the DRZ.

Future work may also include addition of the capability of representing a drilling intmsion as a completed well

(in essence, as a boundary value condition), which would allow the same computational grid to be used for both

intruded and unintruded conditions. With this approac~ the well would not be included in the computational grid,

which would facilitate the solution of the system of nonlinear partial differential equations on which BRAGFLO is

based. In particular, many of the numerical problems that arise in the use of BRAGFLO derive from the small

computational grid blocks used in the representation of drilling intrusions. This change would also reduce the size of

the computational grid and thus result in shorter run times for BRAGFLO.

This article has concentrated on the mathematical and computational representation of two-phase flow in the

1996 WIPP P-4. Calculated results for two-phase flow are presented in two additional articles.b, 7
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Computational g-id used in BRAGFLO to represent two phase flow in 1996 WIPP PA subsequent to a
drilling intrusion. Same formulation is used in the absence of a drilling intrusion except that regions 1A, lB

and 1C have the same properties as the regions to either side.

Deftition of element depth (i.e., element thickness normal to flow plane) in computational implementation ,

of two-phase flow in 1996 WIPP PA. Cells 1 to 33 correspond to the 33 grid cells indicated in the x

direction in Fig. 1; the indicated depths of these cells define the factor a in Eqs. (2) and (3)...

Identification of individual cells in computational grid used with BRAGFLO to represent two phase flow in

1996 WIPP PA.

Reduction of gas and brine conservation equations to system of two equations in two unknowns (i.e., Sg and

p~) for numerical solution.

Conceptual representation of shaft-seal system used in deftition of model parameters for use in conjunction
with regions 3- 11 of Fig. 2.

Disposal room pressure for different vaIues of the gas generation scale factor (j). Individual curves

correspond to the fimctions p(t, j) in Eq. (39) and were obtained from calculations performed with

SAF!!OS.

Disposal room porosity curves for different values of the gas generation scale factor {/). Individual curves

correspond to the fimctions $(t, j) in Eq. (41) and define porosities for use in BIC4GFL0 on the basis of
calculations performed with SANTOS.
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3. Earth fill
4. Rustler compacted clay column
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13. Dewey Lake
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15. Magenta
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19. impure halite

23. Waste panel
24. Rest of repository
25. Panel closures
26. Operation region
27. Experimental area
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29. Castile
30. Brine reservoir

TRI-6342-528E0

Fig. 1. Computational -grid used in BRAG~O to represent two phase flow in 1996 WIPP PA subsequent to a
drilling intrusion. Same formulation is used in tie absence of a drilIing intrusion except that regions 1A. 1B

and 1C have the same properties as the regions to either side.
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Gas Conservation

Brine Conservation

Sb = 1 – Sx (see Eq. 4)

Fig. 4. Reduction of gas and brine conservation equations to system of two equations in two

pb) for numerical solution.

unknowns (i.e.. SXand
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Table 1. Parameter Values Used in Representation of Two Phase Flow

Molerial: 1; R; N“ Motcrinl Description ?+ rl 11 s~r ‘gr 4’0 /Jf

1; 2; S.-I IALIIII

2; 22: lmz_o
3;28; S_ Mll139

4; 21; S_ ANll_Af3

5; 2(J;S_ MIl138

(); 23; C“AVffY_l

7; 24; CAVfl’Y_2

8; 26; (.’AVl”fY_3

9; 27; CAVfl’Y_4

lo; 29; lM1’lH{M_Z

I I ; 30; CAS’IILER

12: 23; WAS_AREA

13; 24; REPOSIT

14; 18; UNNAMED

15; 17; CIJLIH3RA

16; 16; ‘IAMARISK

17; 15; MAGENTA

18; 14; fWR’fYNIN

19; 13; DIWYLAKE

20; 12; SAN’f’ARCJS

21; 26; CJPS_ARI;A

22; 27; l; XP_ARIZA

23; 3; f:AR’fll

24; 4; CLAY_R\JS

25; 5; ASPIIAL’I

26; 6; CONC_’11

27; 6; (’0N(;_”~2

28; 8; C’1._M_Tl

29; 8; CI._M_T2

30; 8; [’I _kl_r3

3 I ; 8; (.”L_ M_”~4

32; 8; c’1._h4_”~5

33; 9; (L_[,_rl
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0.0

0.0

0.0

-().348

0.0

--0,348

().()

0.0

0.()

0.0

(),0

0.0

O.(J

()!0

O.(J

().()

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.()

().0

0s)

().3

04.

ANRILYA $’

ANRBSA lb

ANRBSA 7{’

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

WRBRNSA7b

WRBRNSAlb

0.2

0.08363

0.2

0.08363

0.2

0.08363

0.08363

0.0

0.0

StlRBRSA 7b

SlfRBRSA 7b

SIIRBRSA 7b

S1{RBRSA7b

SIIR19RSA7b

SIIRBRSA 7b

SllRBRSA 7b

SIIRBRSA Ib

SIIRh$A 7b

SIIRBRSA lb

SIIRBRSA 71’

0,2

0.0

ANRGSSA7b;

ANRGSSA 7b

ANRGSSA 7b

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

WRGSSA7b

WRGSSA7b

0.2

0.07711

0.2

0.07711

0.2

o.0771\

0.0771 I

0.0

0.0

SHRGS$A 7b

SI-IRGSSAlb

SIIRGSSA 7b

SI{RGSSA lb

SHRGSSA7b

SIIRGSSA 7b

SI{RGSSA 7b

SIIRGSSA 7b

SNRGSSA 7b

SHRGSSA7b

SIIRGSSA 7b

llALPORb

fil+ALPOR)c

0.01

0.01

0.01

1,0

1.0

I .0

1.0

0.005

flBPVO1.)C

0.848

0.848

0.181

0,151

0.064

0.138

0.082

0.143

0,175

0.18

0.18

0.32

0.24

0.01

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.24

flllALCOMPi’)l’

6,286054 X 1(J”8

fiANIKUW’l’)t’

f(AN}lCOMf’b){i

f(ANHCOMPb)d

0,0

0.0

(1.O

0.0

0,0

j@PCOMP(~d

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.622517 x 10-10

0.0

] ,~15942 ~ lo-g

0.0

6.993007 X 10-8
5.714286 x 10-S

0.0

0.0

3.10 x 10-*
~.96 x 1(3-9

2.97 X 10-s

2.64 X 10-q

2.64 X 10-9

1.81 X 10-”9

1.81 X 10-9

1.81 X [0-9
1.81 X 10-9

1.81 X 10-9

1,59 ~ IO-9
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Table 1. Parameter Values Used in Representation of Two Phase Flow (continued)

hf:ltcriol: 1; R; N’ Mulcriol Descriptim k {1 II S[)r Sgr 00 Pf

34; 9; [1._l._”12

3s; 9; (’L_l._’r3

30, 9: [’l ,_[._l’4

37; 7: SA[.’t_’l’l

J8; 7; SA1.”~_”l’2

39’7’ $A1.1’ ‘1’.3.!, ._

40; 7; SA1.”1’_T4

41; 7; SA1.’l’_’l’5

42; 7; SA[,”l’.-’l(r

43; 10; CLAY_ IN)’1

44; 25; PAN_SEAI.

45; I i; (’ONC_MON”

40; 22; Dl{z_l

47; IA; CONC_P1.(;

4S; 111,(’; 131I-01’13N

49; \A,[],~; []l[_SAN[)

50; 1[’; IHl_clwrjP

[.OWCI Said) cloy shall scd, IO -25 yr

I.owcr Solado clay slm[t seal, 25-50 yr

I.owl!r Silkdo cloy Slltrll Seil[, 50- I0000 yl

(’rusld still slwll backfill, O -10 yr

(.lushcd salt shall Imcklill. I () -25 yr

(luslml SOII slus(i backlill, 25-50 yr

Crushed SOII dwft biwklill, 50-100 yr

(.”rushd salt shall bwklili, 100-200 yr

Crushed SOII SINIII bwkiill, 200-10000” yr

Lower (bottom) clay shafi seal

Pil[lcl Sctll

Concrctc sI1o(I station monolith

I)istwbcd rock ZOIIC

[’OIICICIC I)or’clldc plug

“OpcII” borcholc

Smd-filled borr+olc

%ml-lilled borcholc dflcr crccp closure

,7fiocExlJ’

Sllfmmr’

SIIIKWP”

sflmxxl~’

SIIIKEXF’

sllBcExl~

sll[mixl~

SIL?KXXF’

sffluw~

SIIIICEXIA’

0.94

SIIIICEXIJJ

0.7

(),94

0.7

(),94

0,94

0!0

00

0.()

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

(),0

0,0

0,56

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0s)

0,0

()!()

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.()

0.()

().0

0.0

OS)

+..346

().0

0.0

0.0

(),0

().0

0.0

SliRBRSA #’

SIIRLMSA lb

SIIRURSA lb

SllRl)RSA lb

SIIRBRSA lb

SIIRI)RSA lb

SIIRIIR$A lb

SflRllRSA lb

SIIRIIRSA lb

SIIR.9RSA Tb

0.2

SIIRBRSA lb

0.0

0,0

0.0

0.0

0.0

S}iRGSSA i’b

SliRG,YSA lb,

SIIRGSSA lb

Sl{RGSSA 7b

SIIIWSSA 7b

SIIRGSSA 1“

SllRGSSA 1“

SIIRGSSA lb

SHRGSSATb

SIIRGSSA 7b

0.2

SIIIZGSSA7b

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

O.(J

0.24

0.24

().24

0.05

().05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.24

0.075

0.05

fillALPOR)c

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.32

1,59 ~ 10-9

1.59 x IO-Q

1.59 x lo-’)

1.60 x 10-Q

1.60 x 10 ‘)

1.60 x 10“”)

1.60 X 10-9

] .60 x 10-9

I .60 x 10°

j ,59 ~ [()-9

2.64 x 10-9

2.64 x 10-9

6.286054 x I ()””*

00

0.0

0.0

0.00

“ hl:i(cri:tl idclltilicr, wlwrc / - integer idcotiticr, R - region itl Fig. 1, N - material mum

“ Sw “I”d)lc 1, I{c!l. 11.

‘ Sw Iii, (lo).

‘} SW h{, ( I 8); +() cm ulso be dclimd by w uncertain variable.

e Scc Ii(l, (17).
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Table 2. Values Used for Intrinsic Permeability k in Representation of Two-Phase Fiow

Material: I: R; N’ k, m2 Material: I; R, NTa k, m2

1; 2; S_HALITE
2; 22; DRZ O

3; 28; S_Mii E9

4; ~ 1; S_~jH_.&B

5; 20; s_MBl~s

6; 23; CAVITY_l

7; 24; CAVITY_2

8; 26; CAVIT1-_3
9; 27; cA4\~_4

10; 29; IMPERNf_Z

11; 30; CASTILER

12: 23; WAS_ARE4

13; 24; REPOSIT

14; 18; UNN.AN4ED

15; 17; CULEBR4

16; 16; TA.MARISK

17; 15; MAGEhTA

18; 14; FORTYNmT

19; 13; DEWYL4KE

20; 12; SAhTAROS
~ 1; 26; OpS_-4R,E44

22; 27; Exp_.4RE.4

23: 3; EARTH

24; 4; CLAY_RUS
25; 5;”-4SPIL4LT

1(F, x = HALPRh@

9.999999 x 10-18
IV, x =ANHPR@’

1(F, x = ANHPRh@

10Y,x = ANHPR@

1.0 x 1o-1o

1.0 x 10-10

1.0 x 10-10

1.0 x 10-10

9.999999 x 10-36

10’, x = BPPRh@

1.702158 X 10-13

1.702158 x 10-13

9.999999 x IO-36

2.098938 X 10–’4

9.999999 x 10-36

6.309576 x 10-]6

9.999999 x 10-36

5.011881 X 10-17
1.OX 1o-1o

I.ox 10-11

I.ox 10-11

1.0 x 10-14

26; 6; CONC_Tl

27; 6; CONC_T2

28; 8; CL_M_Tl

29; 8; CL_M_T2

30; 8; CL_M_T3

31; 8; CL_M_T4

32; 8; CL_M_T5

33; 9; CL L T1——
34; 9; cL_L_T2

35; 9; CL L T3— —

36; 9; CL L T4——

37; 7; s.4LT_Tl

38; 7; SALT_T2

39; 7; sALT_T3

40; 7; sALT_T4

41; 7; s.4LT_T5

42; 7; SALT_T6

43; 10; CLAY_BOT

44; 25; PAN_SEAL

45; 1I; CONC_MON

46; 22; DR2_l

47; 1A: CONC_PLG

48; IB,C; BH_OPEN

1W, x = SHPRMCL @ 49; IA.B,C; BH SAND

flSHPRMASP)c 50; lC: BH_CtiEP

lW, x = SHPRMCOl@

1.0 x 10-14

JSHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HALPRM)C

flSHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HALPRM)C

fiSHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HALPRM)C

fiSHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HALPRM)C

flSHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HALPRh4)c

1W, x = SHPRMCL @

~SHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HALPRM)C

fiSHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HA LPRM)C

j(SHPRMCLY,

SHPRMDRZ, HA LPRM)C

fiSHPRMDRZ,

SHPRMHAL, HA LPRM)C

fiSHPRMDRZ,

SHPRMHAL, HA~PRM)c

flSHPRMDRZ,

SHPRMHAL, HALPRM)C

fiSHPRMDRZ,

SHPRMHAL, HALPRM)C

flSHPRMDRZ,

SHPRMHAL, HA LPRM)C

fiSHPRMDRZ,

SHPRMHAL, HA LPRM)C

1P, x = SHPRMCL~

I.ox 10-15

1.0 x 10-14
I.ox 10-15
5.000339 x 10-”

1.OX 10-9

a Material idemifier. \vhere / - integer identifier. R -- region in Fig. 1, A’ - material name. See Table 1 for more demiled materiai

descriptions.

b See Table 1, Ref. 11.

c See Eqs. (35). (36).
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Table 3. Models Used in Representation of Relative Permeability and Capillary Pressure for Two-
Phase Flow

Material: I; R; N’ Relative Capillary Material: I; R, Na Relative Capillary

Permeabilityb Pressurec Permeability Pressurec

1; 2; S_HALITE
2; 22; DU_O
3; 28; S_MJ3139

4; 21; s_ANH_AB

5; 20; s_MB138
6; 23; CAVI~_l

7; 24; CAVITY_2

8; 26; CAVITl_3
9; 27; CA~_4

10; 29; IMPERM_Z
II; 30; CASTILER

12; 23; WAS_AREA
13; 24; REPOSIT

14: 18; UNNAMED
15; 17; CULEBIL4
16; 16; T.AMARISK
17; 15: lvLAGENT.A
18; 14; FORTYNIN
19; 13; DEWYLMQ3

20; 12; SANTAROS
21; ~~ OpS_AREA

22; 27; EXP_AREA

23; 3; EARTH
24; 4; CLAY_RUS

25; 5; ASPHALT

4

4

ANHBCVGP

ANHBCVGP

ANHBCVGP

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
~

1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1

a

b

c

26; 6; CONC_Tl 4 1

27; 6; CONC_T2 4 1

28; 8; CL_M_Tl 4 1

29; 8; CL_M_T2 4 1

30; 8; CL_M_T3 4 1

31; 8; CL_M_T4 4 1

32; 8; CL_M_T5 4 1

33; 9; CL L T1 4 1——
34; 9; cL_L_T2 4 1

35; 9; CL L T3 4 1——
36; 9; CL L T4 4 1——
37; 7; SALT_Tl 4 1

38; 7; SALT_T2 4 1
39; 7; SALT_T3 4 1
40; 7; s.4LT_T4 4 1
41; 7; SALT_T5 4- 1
42; 7; s.4LT_T6 4 1
43; 10; CLAY_BOT 4 1
44; 25; PAN_SEAL 4 2
45; 11; CONC_MON 4 1

46; 22; DW_l 4 1
47; 1A; CONC_PLG 4 1

48; lB,C; BH_OPEN 5 ‘1

49; lA,B,C; BH_SAND 4 1

50; lC; BH_CREEP 4 1

Material identifier, where 1- integer identifier, R - region in Fig. 1, N- material name. See Table 1 for more detailed material

descriptions.

Relative permeability model, where 1 - van Genuchten-Parker model (Eqs. 19- 21 ), 4 - Brooks-Corey model (Eqs. 10 - 12), 5 - linear

model (Eq. 22), and ANHBCVGP - use of Brooks-Corey Or van Genuchten-Parker model treated as a subjective uncertainty (see Table 1,

Ref. 11).

Capillary pressure model, where 1- pc = O Pa, 2- pc bounded above by I x 108 Pa as Sb approaches Sbr
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Table 4. Initial Conditions for pb and .!&at (x, y, -5 yr) and Reset Conditionsa for pb and Sg at (x, I, Oyr)

Initial Conditions: Brine Pressure pb(x, y, –5 yr)

1)

2)

~)

Rustler Fm and overlying units (except in the shaft). Modeled as horizontal with spatially constant initial

pressure in each layer (see Fig. 1 and Table 2).

Mesh Layer Material Region Name Pb (x, ~, ‘5), pa
(Fig. 1) index Index

(Table 2) (Fig. 1)
—-. .

31

30

29
28
27
26
25
24
~~

20
20
19
19
18
17
16
15
14

12
12
13
13
14
15
16
17
18

Santa Rosa Fm

Santa Rosa Fm

Dewey Lake

Dewey Lake

Forty-Niner

Magenta

Tamarisk

Culebra

Unnamed

1.013250 x 105

1.013250 X 1~

1.013250 x 105

7.345482 X 105

1.471170 x 106

9.170000 x I@

1.824205 X 106

8.220000 X l@

2.279613 x 106

Salado Fm (Mesh Layers 3- 22) The Salado is assumed to dip uniformly (3= 10 downward from north to south.

Except in repository excavations and sha% brine is assumed initially (i.e., at –5 yr) to be in hydrostatic
equilibrium relative to an uncertain initial pressure Pb<eJ(see .S,4,L.PR,?2Sin Table 1, Ref. 11) at a reference point
located at center of shaft at elevation of midpoint of MB 139 (i.e., at (Xre~y,e~ = (23664-9 ~ 379-685 m)),

which is the center of cell 644 in Fig. 3), which gives rise to the condition

~b(x, y, - 5,=%0 +(1} ~b) ~%(x, ~, -5, I PbO]

where

[

11 1
‘(xreJ~ Y@~ – j) ‘Yr@ + — — –

g~b PbO pb(xr4, yref, -5)

PfJ(x@. },~f. ) [
– j = Pboexp ‘Pb(Pb,re~ – Pbo

)]

( )Sin$+(J-J,@)COS6 (SeeEq. (9))ye =’-vr=l + h(x. ~.j = ~r~ + x – xre~

p~ = 1220 kgim~. ~b= 3.1 x 10-10 Pa-l, g = 9.79 mk.2, Pb0 = 1.01325 x 105 Pa

Castile Fm (Mesh Layers 1 and 2). The Castile is modeled as horizontal, and initial brine pressure is spatially
constant in each layer, except that the brine reservoir is treated as a different material from rest of Castile and

has a different initial pressure. Specifically,



Table 4. Initial Conditions for pb and Sg at (x, y, -5 yr) and Reset Conditionsa for pb and Sg at (x, y, O yr)
(continued)

pb(x,y, -5) = 1.55 x 107Pa in region 29

= BPINTPRS in region 30; see Table 1, Ref. 11

4) Shaft and repository excavations (Materials 6- 9). pb(x, y, -5) = 1.01325 x 105 Pa.

Reset Conditions: Brine Pressure pb(x, y, O yr)

At t = Oyr, pressures computed born t = –5 yr are reset topb(x, y, O) = 1.01325 x 105 Pa for the Waste Panel,
Repository, Shaft Seals, Operations RegioU and Experimental Area (Materials 12, 13,21-26,28,33,37,43,

44, 45; Regions 3,6-11,23- 27)

Initial Conditions: Gas Saturation $$x, y, –5 yr)

Sg(x, y, -5) = 1- Sb, = 0.916 SantaRosa Fm above water table (Mesh Layer 30- 31)

= 1 -Sb,=0.916 Dewey Lake Redbeds above water table (Mesh Layer 29)

=0 Dewey Lake Redbeds below water table (Mesh Layer 28)

. 0 Rustler, Salado, and Cashle Fms below water table (Mesh Layers 1- 27)

= 1 ~ 10-7 Shafi and Panel Closures [Except Asphalt (Material 25; Region 5)]
(Regions 3,4,6-11,23-27, 44) .

= 1.0 Asphalt Shafi Seal (Material 25; Region 5)

= 1.0 Waste Panel Repository, Operations Regio~ Experimental Area (Materials 12,

13,21, 22; Regions 23,24,26, 27)

Reset Conditions: Gas Saturation S,(X, y, O yr)

Sg(x, y, o) = 1 x 10-7 Shaft and Panel Closures [Except Asphalt Shafi Seal (Material 25; Region 5)]
(Materials 23,24,26,28,33,37,43, 44, 45; Regions 3,4,6-11, 25)

= 1.0 Asphalt Shaft Seal (MateriaI 25: Region 5)

= 1.0 Operations Region, Experimental Area (Materials 21, 22; Regions 26,27

= 0.985 Waste Panel, Repository (.Materials 12, 13; Regions 23, 24)

‘ In each nvc+phase flow simulation, a short period of time representing disposal operations is simulated. This period of time is called the starl-

UPPeriod and COV~ five Y=~ from I = –5 years to fJ years, conespondingto the amount of time a typical panel is expected to be open during
disposaloperations. .411grid locationsrequire initiaI brine pressure and gas saturation at the beginning of the simulation (f= -5 years). At

the beginning of the regulatory (i.e., disposal) period ( O to 10.000 years), certain initial data such as brine pressure and sa.tumtion ~~+thinthe
wasie panel, repository and shaf: materials are reset.
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Table 5. Treatment of Transient Permeability Associated with Shaft Seals

Material Transient Seal DRZ Present Transient DRZ

Permeability Permeability

Earthen Fill (region 3, Fig. 1) No No N/A

Rustler Clay Column (region 4, Fig. 1) No No NIA

Asphalt Column (region 5, Fig. 1) No Yes No

Salado Concretes (region 6, Fig,. 1) Yes No NIA

Srdado Clay Columns (regions 8,9, Fig. 1) No Yes Yes

Salado Salt Column (region 7, Fig. 1) Yes Yes Yes

Table 6. 17rnes at Which Permeabilities are Changed for Shaft Seal and DRZ Materials

.Matenal Permeability Changes

.411Concretes(region 6, Fig. 1) 400 years

DRZ, Upper Salado Clay Column (region 8, Fig. 1; DRZ-2 in Fig. 5) 10,25, 50& 100 years

Salado Salt Column (region 7, Fig. 1) 50, 100 & 200 years

DW Salado Salt Column (region 7, Fig. 1; DRZ-3 in Fig. 5) 10&25 years

DRZ, Lower Salado Clay Column (region 8, Fig. I; DRZ-4 in Fig. 5) 10, 25 & 50-years

Table 7. Normalized Radius for DRZ Associated with Individual Shaft Components (after Ref. 30)

Seal Material and .4ssociated DRZ Zone Time Referenced to Instantaneous Emplacement of Seal Materials

O years 10 years 25 vears 50 years 100 years

Asphalt Column 1.629 1.629 1.629 1.629 1.629
(region 5, Fig. 1; DRZ-1, Fig. 5)

Upper Salado Clay 1.709 1.469 1.283 1.107 1.000
(region 8, Fig. 1: DRZ-2, Fig. 5)

Reconsolidated Salt 1.814 1.110 1.000 1.000 1.000
(region 7, Fig. 1; DRZ-3, Fig. 5)

Lower Salado Clay 1.858 1.162 1.002 1.000 1.000
(region 7, Fig. 1: DRZ-4, Fig. 5)
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Table 8. Permeabilities Used with BRAGFLO Calculations for Drilling Intrusions Through the
Repository (see materials 47,48,49, 50 in Table 2)

Time After Intrusion Assigned Permeabilities

o-2ooyr Concrete plugs assumed to be emplaced at the Santa Rosa Fm (i.e., a surface plug with
a length of 15.76 m corresponds to ~tid cells 905, 937 in Fig. 3) and the Unnamed
Mbr of the Rustler Fm (i.e., a plug at top of Salado Fm with a length of 36 m,
corresponds to grid cell 681 in Fig. 3). Concrete plugs assumed to have a permeability

of k = 5 x 10-17 ~; remainder of borehole assumed to have a permeability of 1 x 10-9 “
m2.

200-1200 y

>1200” y

Concrete plugs are assumed to fail after 200 @3 and entire borehole is assigned a
permeability typical of silty san~ i.e., k = 1(F m2, x = BHPRM, where BHPRM is an

uncertain input to the analysis (see Table 1, Ref. 11).

Permeability reduced by one order of magnitude in Salado Fm beneath repository due
to creep closure of borehole50 (i.e., k = 10r/l O, x = BHPRM, in -tid cells 1010, 985,
12,45,78,439,453 of Fig. 3). NO changes are made within and above the lower DRZ.

Table 9. Boundary Value Conditions for pg and Pb, with the Imposed Conditions Resulting in No Flow
Across the System Boundaries

Boundaries below @ = O m) and above@= 1039 m)a system for Os x <46630 m and –5 yr < f

(~Pg+ P: Hfi)l(x.y,,) ● j = OPw’m no gas flow condition
M

(vPb + ~b gvh)l(.,y, Z)” j = O p~m no brine flow condition

Boundaries at Iefi (x = O m) and right (x = 46630 m) of system for O <Jvs 1039 m and –5 yr < t

(vPg + Pg gv~)l(x,y,, ). i = O Palm no gas flow condition

(Vpb + Pb gvfi)l(x,y, /) “ i = o Pa/m no brine flow condition

‘Heightofgridfordisturbed(i.e.,El. El) calcuIation~ a grid with a height of 911 m usedfor undkturbed (i.e., EO) calculations.

Table 10. Auxiliary Dirichlet Conditions for pb and .Sg

Surface Grid Blocks

Sg(i,j. t) ‘=0.08363 i=l,2, . . ..33. j=35yrStr St

pb(i,j, ~)= 1.01 x 105 Pa i=l,2, . . ..33. j=3l5yr515l

Culebra and Magenta Far Field

Pb(i, 24, 1)= 8.22 x 105 Pa i = 1 and 33,j = 24, –5 yr S t (Culebra)

pb(i, 26. r) = 9.17 x 105 Pa i= 1 and 33,j = 26, –5 yr < t (Magenta)
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